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Abstract
Simulating large networks has been an important challenge
we face in distributed systems research. A good solution
for this however has been much sought after. People have
found easy solutions in network simulation tools like NS2.
Though NS2 is capable of simulating a large class of net-
works with varied protocols, it has two major limitations.
First, it provides a simulation of real network which in-
evitably brings some bugs and limitations along with it.
Secondly, it is a single process simulator which essentially
means that it simulates all the networking components se-
quentially. A real network however, is essentially parallel.
Thus, NS2 does not in essence represent the true character-
istics of a real network. There exists other alternatives to
software simulators however. The most important among
these is Emulab. However, Emulab has its own limitations
as well. With Emulab,we are not able to use more than a
few hundred nodes. Further, Emulab is a shared resource
meaning that many users simultaneously use this single re-
source. Thus, scalability is an important issue concerning
with Emulab. With virtual machines gaining in popularity
and with the overall good performance claimed by the Xen
virtual machine monitor using para virtualization, it is the
right time that we ask ourselves the question of whether we
can use virtual machine monitors like Xen to achieve the
scalability and performance required in distributed appli-
cations. Can Xen provide us with the solution that we so
desperately look for? Can it provide both scalability and
performance as can be obtained if we were to use the real
network resources? This paper seeks to answer some of
these important questions in this direction.

1 Introduction

The idea of using virtual machines for simulating network
topologies is not new. In 1981, Richard T. Wang proposed
a similar idea [4] and most recently, the Denali paper [5]
expressed a similar idea. However, Wang’s paper describes
simple experiments and is too old for modern hardware and
network structures. The Denali paper focuses primarily on

the security issues and not on the scalability issues in large
distributed networks. None of these papers addresses the
fact that virtual machine monitors such as Xen[3] can also
be effectively used for simulating large number of nodes on
an existing infrastructure. Such setup will be quick and can
be done with minimal investment. Thus, it is important for
us to understand whether modern virtual machine monitors
can realise this goal and can provide efficiency and accu-
racy when simulating large network. Alternative for using
virtual machines is either use resources like Emulab[2] or
use some kind of simulation platform that can support mul-
tiple simulated nodes on a single hardware platform. This
can support large number of simulated nodes on a single
physical node. Thus it can scale upto thousands of nodes
for a distributed application with only a few physical ma-
chines available. However, since this approach is based on
simulation, existing real application might be required to
port to the simulated environment sacrificing accuracy of
running real applications. Further, the simulation environ-
ment might not be able to deal with every physical phe-
nomenon that might occur on a real network. Thus, this
approach may not be the ideal answer for all different kinds
of distributed applications. The virtual machine approach
on the other hand has benefits of accuracy since we will not
be required to port any existing application to any artificial
simulated environment. All real applications can be run di-
rectly as is without modification. However, the downside of
this is that we may not be able to run a very large number
of virtual machines on a single node specially with limited
memory. Further, virtual machine overhead can be consid-
erable bottleneck for a heavily loaded distributed applica-
tion. Thus, there are both advantages and disadvantages of
using virtual machines. We argue that on a modern 64 bit
multicore processor with ample of available memory (of-
ten more that one gigabyte), it might be advantageous to
use virtual machines for simulating large networks. If the
virtual machine monitor is highly optimised and coupled
with para virtualization they can provide reasonable perfor-
mance so that users would incline more towards having ac-
curate results through the use of virtual machine monitors



than using simulation environments. We also stress the fact
that with the arrival of new class of machines with virtu-
alization support inherrently in hardware [6] and more and
more operating system designers and vendors supporting a
common paravirtualization and virtual machine disk inter-
faces [7], virtualization will probably attain the performace
and reliability that we would like to expect from running
multiple simulated nodes on a single hardware. Thus our
work in this context can be of immense value and provide
useful insights on the areas that needs to be worked on. In
this paper we use Xen as our virtual machine monitor and
evaluate its capability for supporting large distributed ap-
plication and try to expose its weaknesses in the process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the experiments we conducted to evaluate Xen.
Section 3 summarises our findings and draws conclusion
from the results of our experiment. Section 4 describes
some future work in this direction that would provide fur-
ther insights into this topic. In section 5 we finally conclude
this paper.

2 Experiments

We perform several different experiments that might give
us an insight as to how Xen would perform in solving the
kinds of problems whose answers we seek. In particular,
we perform some CPU intensive POVray tests and net-
work intensive IPerf and NetPerf tests. We also perform
a SCP test which is kind of a in-between workload hav-
ing approximately equal combination of both CPU and net-
work utilization. Further, we also perform evaluation of
Xen on distributed MPI programs which would help us in
measuring its overhead and latency issues for running such
practical distributed workloads. We do not perform any
microbenchmarks from within the Xen hypervisor or track
any specific hypercalls. We do realise that in order to get a
real insight into Xen’s performace parameters and explain
its certain strange behavious, such micro benchmarks could
be immensely useful and accurate. However, we are aware
that the authors of Xenoprof [8] and XenMon [11] papers
did perform such similar microbenchmarks and report their
results. We were therefore more interested in observing
Xen’s performance at the macroscopic level. Further, a nor-
mal user, without any instrumentation tool, would only ob-
serve the macroscopic behaviour of Xen.
In each of the experiments, we configure the Xen guests
to have one virtual CPU and 64 megabytes of RAM. We
ensure that the amount of RAM is suficient to execute all
the benchmarks conveniently and that the guests do not run
out of memory. We used Ubuntu for the Xen hypervisor
over which we run fedora images for the guests. We used
LVM snapshot capability to generate multiple guest images
from a single LVM image. We configure each of the guests
so that they have an unique private IP and is connected to
domain 0 through a bridge as is the default setup for Xen

Figure 1: POVRay Test with 5 VM’s

virtual network [14]. Further,we configure NAT and enable
packet forwarding so that each of the guest domains can
have access to the outside world and can send and receive
packets through the bridge and domain 0. We also set up
the DNS resolver configuration within the guests so that
we could use remote computer hostnames instead of their
IP addresses.
We use the following hardware configuration: one hyper-
threading Pentium IV CPU, 3200MHz, 1024 MB memory,
eighty gigabyte IDE disk and gigabyte ethernet NICs.

2.1 The POV Ray CPU Test

We conducted this CPU intensive POVRay [13] experiment
to test how Xen performs when all virtual machines exe-
cutes workloads that are more CPU intensive than network
intensive. We used the skyvase.pov benchmarking experi-
ment with the following passed into the command line:-
povray − iskyvase.pov + v1 − d + ft − x + a0.300 +

r3 − q9 − w640 − h480 − mv2.0 + b1000

Our results show that Xen fared pretty well in keeping
up with the different workloads and giving each VM their
equal share of CPU. Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows the user
time and system time taken by each of the jobs running on
seperate instances of guest operating system under Xen. It
also shows the percentage share of each VM over the total
workload accross all of them. Xen managed to distribute
the workload evenly among the different VM’s when run-
ning five and ten virtual machines respectively. It is clear
from the figures that Xen does very well in keeping all the
virtual machines at sync.We can reason this out behaviour
by imagining that distribution of CPU intensive workloads
among the CPUs is just a usual problem of scheduling the
CPU among different runnable jobs in unvirtualised oper-
ating systems. Thus, the Xen scheduler does not probably
face any severe challenge in this regard.

2.2 The Netperf/Iperf Test

We conducted a series of network intensive tests which
were light on CPU requirements to test Xen’s peformance
on network intensive applications. For this purpose we use
both NetPerf [10] and IPerf [9]. We used Netperf for mea-



Figure 2: POVRay Test with 10 VM’s

suring the relative time taken by the various VM’s to com-
plete identical workloads running in parallel. We used IPerf
to measure the relative share of bandwidth for each VM
when all of them are running identical network workload.
We discuss both the Netperf test and IPerf test in the sub-
sequent sections.

Netperf Test

In this test we modify original Netperf application for
measuring the amount of time taken by the VMs for
performing identical tasks. Netperf uses a long looping
structure to blast out garbage packets on to the network
repeatedly. Iteration stops when a condition specified by
the user is reached. Such conditions include number of
packets sent out to the network, a fixed timeout value etc.
We insert getrusage() system calls just before and just
after this loop and measure the time difference for both
user time and system time spent. We preferred getrusage
system call to some other microscopic CPU instruction
like rdtsc since getrusage would report the time during
which a particular guest was active and thus its results
would not be polluted by virtual machine execution time,
virtual machine world switch, normal task switch within
a guest etc. For virtual machine test, we initiate a single
netperf session within a Xen guest and allow it to connect
to a remote netperf server node. We make sure that each
of the netperf clients in seperate virtual machines connect
to a seperate server node so that the server side does not
become a bottleneck in our experiment.In each of these
two experiments, we use the standard Netperf parameters
specifying the length of the experiment to be 100 seconds
long (our loop termination condition as indicated above).
A sample command line argument passed to Netperf is
shown below:-
netperf −Hnode5.netserv.DSG.netbed.icics.ubc.ca−

l100

We measure the percentage share of each virtual machine’s
time over the overall time required by all the virtual

Figure 3: Netperf test for 5 VM instances and 5 netperf
fork() calls over unvirtualised linux.

machines to complete all the jobs. Next,we fork that many
instances of normal linux Netperf processes over non-
virtualised linux platform as there are virtual machines
and then measure the same data for each and every of these
linux processes. For the fork experiment, our experimental
setup is identical to the virtual machine case and each of
the seperately forked netperf sessions connect to a seperate
remote node. The goal for this experiment is to test Xen’s
performance against normal native Linux performance
and investigate how Xen’s network scheduler performs
against normal Linux scheduler. We tabulate our results
in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for five and nine VM’s/processes
respectively. We were however unable to run ten netperf
sessions from within ten seperate Xen guests. The best we
could achieve was nine.

These figures clearly shows virtual machines does have
some overhead associated with it. In the nine virtual
machine instance case, it clearly shows that total time
required to complete the job by nine Xen guests is far
greater than the total time taken by nine forked netperfs.
However, we observe that unfairness across different
virtual machine instances and different processes are
almost to an equal degree both for five and nine instances.
Hence, it would be fair to say that Xen does not perform
too badly against normal linux processes.

Next, we draw comparative cumulative frequency graphs
for these tables in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively.
The x axis in thse figures shows classification based on
percentage share and the Y axis shows the number of
VM’s/p[rocesses which fall in that classification. An ideal
scheduler that is fair to all virtual machines/processes
would have a profile shown in Figure 7 where the knee
of the bar is at position 1/N where N denotes number of
VM’s/processes. A normal scheduler that is reasonably fair
would have a profile close to this ideal curve, reaching it



Figure 4: Netperf test for 10 VM instances and 10 netperf
fork() calls over unvirtualised linux

as close as possible.These figures clearly indicate that Xen
does perform almost at par with native linux performance
across all guests in this workload.

The natural unfairness that we see in both Xen and
Linux can be attributed to the normal scheduling heuristics
applied by the linux kernel[15, 16]. Linux kernel tends to
give higher priority to processes that sleeps more on IO.
Hence, those processes that do more IO (among its other
peers) are good candidates for receiving cpu time instantly
when needed than others even though in this case, all peers
are running the same IO bound job. Ofcourse we assume
here that the actual network IO required uniform latency
across different instances.

Iperf Test

In order to measure the network bandwidth figures across
different VM’s, we use Iperf since Iperf has the capabil-
ity to report these data from the unvirtualised server side.
Thus, these figures are more accurate than if we were to
measure them from within Xen guests. As usual, we fire
up one single instance of Iperf application within an indi-
vidual virtual machine and measure its performance. Each
of these Iperf instances communicate to a seperate remote
IPerf server node.We used the default command line op-
tions for Iperf, specifying only the remote server port and
server name. An example of our command line parameters
is shown below:-
iperf − cnode5.netserv.DSG.netbed.icics.ubc.ca −

p5001

Figure 8 shows the results for both five virtual machine in-
stances and five linux Iperf instances running under iden-
tical conditions. We can observe that the total bandwidth

Figure 5: Measure of unfairness across VM’s and proceses
for 5 instances

Figure 6: Measure of unfairness across VM’s and proceses
for 10 instances



Figure 7: Cumulative plot for an ideal scheduler with 5
instances of schedulable jobs

Figure 8: Comparitive figures between VM and linux Iperf
processes

adds up in the ballpark of hundred megabits per second
which is the bandwidth available from the machine’s eth-
ernet on which these tests were conducted. Figure 9 shows
the relative plots of these two data. The interesting take
from both the data and the plot is that the unfairness is uni-
form in both cases. Thus Xen performs as much poorly as
the native linux does under this kind of network intensive
workload.

It is clear from both the Netperf and the Iperf tests is
that those workloads that are purely network intensive do
not challenge the Xen scheduler. Xen would perform much
the same way as a normal native linux IO scheduler would.
Most real workloads however are neither purely network
intensive, nor purely CPU intensive. They are kind of in be-
tween with some CPU component and some network com-
ponent. Our SCP test discussed in the next section is one
such kind of application that has both the network inten-
sive part and a CPU intensive part. It would be very in-

Figure 9: Plot of the data shown in Figure 8

teresting to see how Xen would perform in these kinds of
mixed workloads. We discuss SCP test and the results we
obtained from them in the next section.

2.3 The SCP Test

SCP is an interesting utility available in all standard
flavours of Linux and is used to secure copy files across
machines. The important characteristics of SCP is that it
generates a lot of network workload since it pulls packets
of data from the network. At the same time, because of its
security protocols in place, it utilises a lot of CPU cycles
in initiating a secure transaction over SSL as well as in de-
crypting the received packets. Thus, this kind of workload
is kind of in between a fully CPU intensive workload and
a fully network intensive workload. A normal linux sched-
uler, due to its scheduling heuristics, would love to classify
workloads and either CPU intensive or network intensive.
When a workload is just in between, such heuristics fail
and it can be expected that a linux scheduler would natu-
rally perform poorly. The important question we seek to
answer here is that how much a Xen scheduler would per-
turb this confused behaviour of a standard Linux scheduler,
if at all. Thus, SCP test is expected to provide us with in-
teresting statistics in this regard.
In our SCP test we copied a 700 megabyte movie avi file
across the network and measured its performance both for
Xen and for standard Linux. We initiated one SCP ses-
sion per Xen guest and used independent and seperate re-
mote servers hosting this common file. In the Linux case,
we did the same and each seperate SCP session commu-
nicated with seperare remote nodes. We measure the total
wall clock time taken by each of the sessions, the user time
and the system time and then measure fairness much the
same way as we did for the Netperf tests. We also do sim-
ilar plots for Xen guests as well as the SCP sessions on
non-virtualised linux and tabulate our results.
Figure 10 shows the results of the SCP test for three



Figure 10: Results for the SCP test with 3 VM’s/Procs

VM’s/processes and Figure 11 shows the usual cumulative
plot. Similarly, Figure 12 shows the results of the SCP test
for five VM’s/processes and Figure 13 shows the cumula-
tive plot.
These results clearly show that Xen’s scheduler does not

do a good job at all in this kind of workload. Linux’s na-
tive scheduler does very well in giving equal share to all
the concurrent SCP processes as is evident from both the
tables. It is evident from the table that for three concur-
rent SCP sessions, each of them get approximately 33% of
the overall time for completing the entire job. In five con-
current SCP sessions, each of the SCP sessions ended up
getting approximately 20% of the entire CPU time which
is remarkably fair. In stark contrast, Xen did not fare well
enough. The percentage share of each VM in both three
instance and five instance case is poor. This fact is con-
vinsingly proved by the plots in figure 11 and Figure 13
where we see that the normal unvirtualised linux’s perfor-
mance is very close to the ideal plot where as Xen’s per-
formance is far from ideal and is biased towards some spe-
cific VM’s. Further, whereas the unvirtualized Linux had
no problems in running ten concurrent scp sessions over
the network, we could only run seven SCP sessions from
seven Xen guests concurrently and the rest SCP sessions in
other guests were starved and finally had to drop connec-
tion. We would also like to comment here that from Figure
14 it is clear that even with ten concurrent SCP sessions,
Linux does pretty well in allocating even share of CPU to
each one of the SCP sessions. Further, we also observed
that under similar workload, Xen takes way longer to com-
plete the job than its counterpart, the unvirtualized Linux.

Figure 11: Cumulative plot of the data shown in Figure 10

We accept though that we could not figure out a convinc-
ing mechanism to accurately measure this time latency due
to the time constraints for completing this course project.
Further we also observed fromXentopoutput that the short
time scheduling for each of the guests was extremely unfair
and that only two to three guests were found to be actively
working at a given instant of time. Again we do realise
that we do not have any concrete mechanism to measure
this short time latency except for theXentopoutput. An-
other important observation from theXentopoutput is that
the hypervisor gets more than 90% of the CPU time in this
workload and the rest are given to the guests. We are aware
that SCP runs some cryptographic encryption and decryp-
tion algorithms. We know from the unvirtualised linux test
results that most of these CPU intensive computation oc-
curs in the user space. However, this extra CPU obverhead
for network I/O in Dom 0 that hosts most of the drivers
has also been reported by the HP people in their techni-
cal reports [20, 12].We believe that this could be a major
bottleneck in Xen for running I/O intensive applications.
Further investigations into these areas and digging out the
exact reasons for this behaviour is left as a future work.
However, we do believe that a microscopic analysis would
be necessary to delve into the exact bottlenecks that might
exist within the Xen hypervisor.



Figure 12: Results for the SCP test with 5 VM’s/Procs

Figure 13: Cumulative plot of the data shown in Figure 12

Figure 14: Result of the SCP test for 10 concurrent sessions
over unvirtualized linux.

2.4 The MPI Distributed Application Test

MPI programming is the key topic in parallel computing
and many clusters are built to run MPI programs. Unfor-
tunately, running MPI programs on single computer has
its own difficulties since MPI daemons use user-level pro-
cesses to simulate real computers in the network and apply
no scheduling mechanisms on these user-level processes.
In this experiment, we run MPI macro-benchmark pro-
grams on Virtual Machine network and compare their per-
formances with those we get from the real network as well
as those we get from traditional mechanisms such as using
user-level processes for simulating computers in the net-
work. We seek to answer whether Virtual Machine network
would be a good simulator of the real network when run-
ning MPI programs. Additionally, we try MPI microbench-
mark program on Virtual Machine network and real net-
work to explore the detail of message passing mechanism
in Virtual Machine network.
We conduct all the experiments in Emulab in which
all the computers are identical to each other. . We
use LAM/MPI [17] as our MPI platform and choose
NAS benchmark programs [19] and SKaMPI bench-
mark programs [18] as our macrobenchmarks and micro-
benchmarks respectively.
We use nine different macrobenchmark programs, such as
BT, LU, DT etc. In our experiments, for every macrobench-
mark program, we try its two different classes, Class “W”
and Class “A”. Figure 15 shows the performances of “W”
class benchmark programs in three different environments,
Virtual Machine network, real network and multiple user-
level process on single computer. Figure 16 shows the per-
formances of “A” class benchmark programs in three dif-
ferent environments.

The different bars in Figure 15 and Figure 16 stands
for the execution times of different benchmark programs
in different environments. For example, in “lu.W.4”,
“lu” stands for the name of the benchmark programs;



Figure 15: “W” class benchmarks

Figure 16: “A” class benchmarks

Figure 17: The implicit relationship between VM network
and real network (Class W benchmarks)

Figure 18: The implicit relationship between VM network
and real network (Class A benchmarks)

Figure 19: Microbenchmark of MPISend, MPIRecv and
MPI Sendrecv.

Figure 20: Microbenchmark of MPIWtime



“W” stands for the program size and “4” is the number
of processes. “LAM/MPI + VM(4) + RM(1)” stands
for the environment, in which we create four VMs on
one Real Machine (RM) and use LAM/MPI as the MPI
platform. “LAM/MPI + P(4) + RM(1)” stands for the
environment, in which LAM/MPI daemon creates four
user-level processes on one Real Machine and “LAM/MPI
+ RM(4) stands for the environment, in which we use four
real machines and run LAM/MPI daemon.
Figure 15 and Figure 16 shows us many interesting facts.
First, macro-benchmark programs perform best in the real
network environment, which is expected since there are
four real physical machines, while there is only one real
physical machine in other cases.
Secondly, macro-benchmark programs consume more
time in VM network than in “multiple user-level process”
environment, which is kind of disappointing. We tried to
use VM network to replace the “multiple user-level pro-
cesses” environment. However, this idea seems inefficient.
We imagine the reason for the worse performance of VM
network is the overhead of maintaining the VM system.
In “VM network” case, the host OS has to spend some
processing power and time to make VMs work properly.
And in “multiple user-level processes” case, host OS
can focus on the working processes of MPI programs.
Fortunately, the performance gap between these two cases
is not so large. Normally, the VM network only causes less
than 15% performance degradation.
Our last observation is also interesting. We know that
macro-benchmark programs perform worst in VM net-
work, while perform best in real network. We ask
ourselves, is there any relationship between these two
sets of data? Can we still use VM network to simulate
the real network? The answer we got is “yes”. Although
the performance difference between macro-benchmark
programs in these two cases is very obvious, we still find
a relationship between them. After we scale up the experi-
ment data from real network, we find that the scaled data
matches the experiment data from VM network perfectly.
Figure 17 and Figure 18 shows that after multiplying
the experiment data from real network by “4” (which is
the number of VMs), the resulting yellow curve matches
the experiment data from VM network perfectly. Thus,
although the raw experiment data of VM network and
real network would be very different, we still can use VM
network to simulate the real network. We should scale up
the experiment data from the VM network according to the
number of VMs.
We will now discuss the micro-benchmark experiment.
Our motivation for this experiment is based on a rumor that
microbenchmark programs performs better in VM network
than in real network. It is believed that this is because
when VMs figure out that some of the packets are aimed
for some VM on the same physical machine, these packets
are sent in a different way from those of the “out-going”

packets. This can shorten the time cost of MPI functions,
such as MPISend, MPIRecv, MPIReduce and etc.
In this micro-benchmark experiment, we use a well-known
MPI micro-benchmark, SKaMPI and try this micro-
benchmark on VM network and real network and use
LAM/MPI as our MPI platform.
Figure 19 shows our micro-benchmark experiment results.
We see that microbenchmark programs do perform better
in VM network than in real network. We believe that the
main reason behind is that when VMs figure out that some
packets are aimed at some other VM on the same physical
machine, they use “direct” memory copy to transmit these
packets, rather than sending them to NICs. Figure 20
is another example. In fact, we conducted many other
experiments on this same problem. All of them shows us
the same result.

3 Summary of Results

In this paper we have described quite a few experiments to
demonstrate Xen’s weakness and strengths in the context of
distributed applications. We have seen that Xen performs
well when dealing with CPU intensive and network inten-
sive applications individualy. However, Xen performed
badly when dealing with mixed workloads. Further, Xen
had the usual overhead and latency issues when dealing
with the distributed MPI workloads. It is quite obvious that
in order to use Xen for simulating large number of nodes,
each of the physical nodes must have enough CPU speed,
memory capacity and network bandwidth so that these re-
sources when shared among the virtual machines do not
turn out to be insufficient for the jobs they run. It would be
interesting to study at a greater detail the areas where Xen
did not do well in our experiments, acertain the reasons for
the same and probably design new schemes to overcome
these weakneses. We leave these endeavors as future ex-
tensions of our work.
“Does VM network perform better than multiple processes
on single computer when running MPI programs?”
No. In fact, according to our experiment, macrobench-
marks perform worse in VM network than in multiple pro-
cesses situation due to the workload of maintaining VM
system.
“Can we use VM network to simulate the real network?”
Not really. We found that the macro-benchmarks perform
far worse in VM network than in real network. After scal-
ing the experiment data from VM network, we found that
they match the experiment data from real network very
well, indicating that although we cannot use VM network
to simulate real network directly, the experiment data from
VM network are still meaningful and we can still use VM
network to simulate real network “indirectly”.
Is this claim true that “VM network performs better than
real network when executing microbenchmarks and be-



comes worse when running macro-benchmarks.”?
Yes. This rumour has been proved to be true accord-
ing to our experiments on micro-benchmarks and macro-
benchmarks.

4 Future Work

This work is by no means complete.We have just scratched
the surface of a bigger research area. We leave many unan-
swered questions related to the behaviour exhibited by Xen
under the SCP workload. We believe that a further investi-
gation in this context would be necessary. We also accept
the fact that we have not made any kind of micro bench-
marks in any of our experiments. Coupled with the macro
benchmarks, it would be extremely useful to perform some
mocro level study using tools like Xenoprof so that some of
Xen’s behaviour and results can be explained from the mi-
croscopic level thus possibly exposing some critical weak-
ness existing within the Xen hypervisor. We also realise
that apart from the fairness issues, there could be other pa-
rameters of interest specially throughput and efficiency that
must also be carefully looked into.This is particularly im-
portant for mixed workloads as they constitute a major kind
of distributed workloads.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have conducted a series of experiments
to ascertain whether we can use Xen to create a large dis-
tributed environment having many (virtual) nodes quickly
and cheaply. We have exposed Xen’s strengths and weak-
nesses in each of the different kinds of workloads, tried to
provide an explanation for its behaviour. We do however
leave some unanswered questions in our paper, those re-
sults that perplexed us for which we were not able to find
quick and logical explanations. Thus, we have indicated
the areas where we need to do further digging in order
to improve Xen’s overall performance so that the goals of
cheap and efficient distributed computing can be realised.
We have, in the process, indicated potential research ar-
eas related to Xen that requires further exploration and un-
derstanding. Due to extremely limited time available for
completion of this course project we were not able to study
some of these issues in greater detail.
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